Thank you. I write rather prolifically, so we simply went ''shopping'' among my many hundreds of columns and blogs for some that were most directly relevant to the THI mission. Many of the other council members have written extensively on these topics as well, in both the peer-reviewed literature and pop culture settings. We polled members to recommend items to include and have been overwhelmed with great, relevant material. We are showcasing some of it now and will be adding ever more as our bandwidth (literal and figurative) allows.
Like all of your supporters in this Initiative, I strongly resonate with the premise that we must be better about educating the public about those tenets in lifestyle medicine where there is clear agreement. Still, I know you to be a capacious thinker. Is there any risk of squelching healthy disagreements?
I have had a few colleagues confront me with that, but I really don't think so. I see no incompatibility at all in the pursuit of learning what we don't know while putting what we do know to good use. That's really the idea here. We know enough to prevent about 80% of all chronic disease right now-the evidence for that is all but incontrovertible. And, fortuitously, the lifestyle practices that can add years to our lives and life to our years are better for the planet, too. So why on earth would we not do everything possible to turn that knowledge into the power of routine action? Why should that interfere with new questions, new answers, new details, and filling gaps?
An engineering analogy works well. We are now up to iPhone 6, I believe. That means the engineering has advanced in at least 5 major steps since the first was released. So should the first not have been released because it could not do everything the 6th can do? Should the 6th not have been released because some day the 16th will make it seem antiquated? Did the release of the original in any way inhibit the advances that have brought us to the 6th?
Let's learn what we don't know, but use what we do. Not only is there no conflict, but I don't think anything else is sensible.
As you continue to champion for True Health, especially in nutrition, are there scholarly areas of disagreement that you think deserve rigorous debate and continued skepticism given current evidence?
Absolutely, but they are details. Is fish good for us even when added to an optimal vegetarian diet? We don't know. For those who eat dairy, are net benefits greatest with full fat, low fat, or nonfat? We really don't know. For that matter, is there net benefit, or net harm, from including dairy in the diet at all? This is a very controversial area. What really is the optimal intake level of omega 3 fats, and how important is the total intake of omega 6 fats? And on and on.
But despite what we don't know, the basics-the things we do know most clearly and reliably-are enough to get us both longevity and vitality, as they do in the Blue Zones. Let's embrace and propagate those fundamental ''truths'' of healthy living that constitute a basic theme. And then, while living ''on'' them, let's explore all the variations. At present, we place such emphasis on the unresolved issues, we fail to see the theme at all. It's as if uncertainty about some particular aspect of some particular leaf on some particular tree made us blind to the forest. We will never see our way out of the dark wood of modern epidemiology in which preventable diseases steal years from lives and life from years from millions upon millions of us around the world until we manage to see the forest through the trees! We are doing all we can to shine a light that makes that easier. But there is no reason this precludes learning ever more about the trees into the bargain.
No Time for Food
Kevin Walker, MS, PhD W e have a peculiar, even bizarre, relationship with food. While eating is one of the most intimate acts we carry out daily, we're intent on putting as much distance as possible between food and ourselves. As a result, we're quickly losing our ability to discern where this reshaped connection to food is carrying us.
Looking back, growing up on a farm that produced most of what our family ate greatly influenced my perspective on food. I saw how photosynthesis made plants grow and felt the anxiety when periodic drought set in. From farming and the food-related career that followed, I learned that humans don't control nature. Also, showing up at restaurants and supermarkets didn't make food magically appear.
By sharing childhood stories, I somehow believed my outlook on food filtered down to my two teenage daughters, even though we lived in suburban Colorado. With busy lives outside school and work, finding time to talk and enjoy dinner together was slipping away. So one evening, I proposed that each of them help prepare dinner one night a week.
To make it easy, I brought out simple recipes and talked of food traditions that united families and fostered shared responsibility. Tamara, who I thought might one day become a magician with her slight-of-hand moves to hide and avoid eating peas, liked the idea. I was heartened until I noticed Melissa's tightly clenched teeth. A junior in high school, she couldn't hold back her feelings and blurted out, ''I live a busy life and I don't have time to make things from scratch.'' When I asked her what making things from scratch meant, she fired back, ''You know, it's when you have to open up boxes or cans and mix things together!' ' We laugh about it now, yet how they saw food is representative of how society regards food. While begrudgingly realizing that what we consume does affect personal health, we're unwilling to let food take away time from other pursuits. After all, each month, more than 200 million people (roughly two-thirds of all Americans) will eat at least one meal in a fast-food restaurant in the United States (note 1).
Our Disconnection From Food
Our current way to interact with food traces back to an earlier national pursuit-society could reduce the uncertainty of having enough food by continually increasing the amount of food available. The architecture that put this in motion began in the midst of the Civil War, when government accelerated access to resources such as land and water for farming and invested heavily in agricultural and food science through newly created and publicly supported universities. In a matter of decades, dispensing of excess farm production became an ongoing dilemma.
The first concerted attempt to increase domestic demand and reduce excess farm products coincided with new science pertaining to mineral and vitamin content of different foods, known as micronutrients. Distributors and suppliers of food seized the opportunity to promote the nutritional attributes of different farm products as essential for optimal health and longevity. The honeymoon ended when the same scientific experts who advanced the importance and understanding of micronutrients began cautioning against overconsumption of specific farm products such as meat, eggs, or other foods high in fat and sugar (note 2).
A second attempt at bolstering demand was tied to coupling food with greater conveniences. Advances in quickly freezing perishable foods, refrigeration, distribution logistics, and preservation presented new ways to access food while reducing time required by households to purchase, prepare, and serve food. Life in the kitchen changed dramatically as new inventions such as TV dinners, supermarkets, and fast-food restaurants freed up people's time to take on other pursuits.
''The instances cited here are symptomatic of a fundamental loss: the perspective on life that food once imparted.''
When this more expedient connection to food began, farming dominated the labor force. Less than two lifetimes later, a nation of mostly farmers became a nation comprised almost entirely of consumers. Food was no longer at the center of how households organized their lives. Food's new home was relocated to the periphery of how consumers lived. Always having more food made the shift possible, but along with this transition came the loss of understanding and connection to food.
Surrounded by Abundance
America has excelled at the sheer quantity of food always readily available. The more food became abundant, the more we assumed everyone was better off, and the more we committed to producing even more. As our approach to food evolved to support this lifestyle, a sort of previously unimaginable grand food bargain was fashioned: In exchange for unprecedented levels of food, we forewent active involvement in providing food, thereby freeing up time for other things.
With its sheer size and scale, today's approach to food has no parallel in history. The capacity exists to plant a football-sized field of wheat in 51 seconds (note 3). Poultry can be slaughtered and processed at 10,500 birds per hour (note 4). A single pig operation can produce 1.2 million hogs each year (note 5). Fewer than 80, 000 farms now provide two-thirds of total US agricultural products sold (note 6).
Editor's note: For a delightfully pithy rendition of the concepts, Kevin Walker describes in this article, watch ''Food and You'' on YouTube, produced by Karl Gude and Amol Pavngadkar, College of Communication Arts and Sciences, Michigan State University. It describes our lack of connection to our food and an abundance of choices that we don't fully understand. You'll learn how our food system is deterring us from a path of well-being and how our choices can influence change. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼olSLiOtumYs For us, this means that the cost of producing calories and nutrients consumed each day is US$1.30 per person (note 7). People pay more for cellphone service than for the energy from food to stay alive. In personal time, the cost of producing such calories is the equivalent of four minutes out of the workday for the typical consumer (note 8).
In essence, the vast majority of food expenditures today are for conveniences (note 9). They include services such as having food waiting for selection and purchase at nearby locations or food prepared and served by others to meet our harried schedules.
The earlier societal pursuit that said producing more food was always better reshaped our connection to food around two traits: an abundance of calories that appeal to sensory pleasures like taste and flavor, and convenience as measured by personal time to engage in other activities like going to movies. Cooking is now optional and eating out has become a necessity.
Our Expedient Connection to Food
So how has our new connection to food production affected how we live? We buy cereal or yogurt following manufacturer labels of ''vitamin fortified'' or ''probiotics added,'' as if food companies understand our individual nutritional needs better than we do and create products that instantly make us healthier. We select juice and fruit beverages based on statements of ''real fruit,'' even though we don't know what vitamins and fiber were stripped away to save weight, or if it was diluted by adding other sweeteners. We choose tomatoes based on color and absence of cosmetic blemishes rather than taste. We buy bananas and cucumbers only if they're perfectly formed without too much curl. And we assume that berries or asparagus are always available even though there is six inches of snow on the ground.
We make up for our lack of understanding about food production through imagery and hyperbole of what we want this connection to be. A food bag from a fast-growing, quick-serve restaurant illustrates the point. Drawn on the front is a gambrel-style barn typical of farms in the past. In large bold letters, the inscription proudly declares, ''Thank you Farmers'' and ''Family Farm Fresh.'' The description below explains to consumers that through the purchase ''you help support hardworking farm families everywhere.'' It's true but only slightly. The chicken sandwich and ice cream sundae the bag held totaled US$7.00 plus tax. From this, farmers received around a penny for the grain in the bun, perhaps a nickel for the milk to make ice cream, and a few cents for labor to raise the meat. (Nowadays, few farmers actually own the chickens or the feed, the two largest production expenses.) ''We make up for our lack of understanding about food production through imagery, and hyperbole of what we want this connection to be.''
The instances cited here are symptomatic of a more fundamental loss: the perspective on life that food once imparted. Unlike readily available oxygen and sunlight, food has always demanded our time and effort. Conscious awareness and engagement was necessary if we wanted to live. Food fostered an understanding that the innate fear of hunger stemmed from our inability to go at it alone. As humans, we're totally reliant on plants and other species. We need them to survive, but they don't need us.
Food delivered other insights as well. Food encouraged our ancestors to hunt together, thereby bringing down larger animals containing more protein and fat. Food catalyzed living in communities, where collective interests better fulfilled individual needs. Food prompted understanding of how resources such as land and water, and variations in temperature and climate, changed its availability. And using fire for cooking, food revealed how leveraging other energy sources such as wood (and later petroleum) could replace human energy to make life easier.
For at least 2 million years, humans survived by understanding how select elements intersect to create decision points. Those elements are resources (land, water, and petroleum), food uncertainty (having enough food), governance (representative government), science (evidence-based assessments), consumers (past and present), and food providers (farmers, food manufacturers, etc). Examples of decision points include stewardship of resources, reliance on markets, responsibilities toward governance, priorities of science, subsidies for food production, safety nets for those lacking food, and so on.
As individuals made their decisions, the modern food system took shape. As a result, we changed the way food was produced, changed what was considered food, and changed ourselves, including the amount of time and effort we dedicated to food. By assuming the food system always operates in our best interests, our job is now choosing which products to put in shopping carts or order off menus.
Were it not for biological and geophysical realities, we'd have the perfect arrangement: astoundingly inexpensive calories and nutrients with minimal engagement on our part. But somewhere along the way, we looked past how our survival is tied to biological diversity, natural selection, and a finite, unpredictable, and unstable environment. The food system designed to serve just us was colliding with such realities, resulting in unintended consequences. Our decisions could alter biological and geophysical conditions but we couldn't pick and choose which outcomes would result.
Individual Choices and Collective Consequences
This lack of a reality check brought on three particular unintended consequences: acute food safety, chronic food-related health problems, and environmental degradation. Food safety manifests as acute illness and death from widespread foodborne disease outbreaks. Foodrelated health presents as chronic maladies such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and coronary heart disease. And environmental degradation shows up as global warming, toxic algal blooms from crop fertilizer runoff, or rising vulnerability to pests and diseases from ongoing attempts to thwart nature.
As consumers, we don't physically produce the food we eat, but our decisions drive the food system that does. When we forget the lessons from food that ensured our survival, we collide against biological and geophysical realities. When our most important priorities become highly palatable calories and time-saving conveniences, unintended consequences result.
As we confront such challenges, it's worth asking how our expedient connection to food altered our perspective on life. Is the pursuit to always produce more food still a reasonable outlook on how to live? Is there something more to food other than conveniences? And, lest we forget about the past, are there still lessons that food could be teaching us?
One such lesson I observed while working on a food safety initiative with a multinational food company was the power food still hasif we're open to recognizing it. Danone is headquartered in the heart of Paris, France, amidst some of the most expensive real estate anywhere. What caught my attention during each of several visits was the cafeteria located in the most prominent place possible. I learned that the company once debated locating to the outskirts of Paris where office space was more affordable. So why did the company give up office space and feature a cafeteria that's empty for three-quarters of the workday?
The reason was the drawing power of food to bring people together. Food was more than eating. By making food a central part of their headquarters, the company created an environment that encouraged interaction, which might not have happened otherwise. For a food company that caters to consumer convenience (thus reinforcing today's food system), they also recognized how food brought people together. I found the contrast an interesting reminder of what food can do when we expand our thinking of how we connect to food.
The accompanying article about the ''All's Well Waconia'' community health initiative in this section of The American Journal of Health Promotion describes another intriguing example. Reading about the ''farm to school table'' project that Waconia community leaders embarked upon offers a compelling case for benefits that come from bringing people together around food, food production, and food preparation. As with my challenge with teenage daughters, the outcomes achieved came as a byproduct of many intentional choices by willing, as well as reluctant, participants along the way.
Only by stepping back from the modern food system does it become clearer how our decisions, assumptions, and choices still drive it. It's often easier to say we have no time to address food beyond our narrow disciplines and outlooks. But improving health outcomes, be it individually, as a public health worker, or as part of a wellness program, starts with seeing our role, and others around us, as far more than simply choosing what to eat. Kevin Walker, PhD. I've always been drawn toward the connections of seemingly distinct topics. For example, when I came to Michigan State University, I was asked to participate in meetings linking food manufacturing, employment opportunities, and desired lifestyles. That led to further collaboration with various multinational food companies and diverse faculty from different colleges across campus. My interest was linking together different expertise on contemporary food-related challenges.
Notes
One day my dean called me in for a conversation. Because of my background in farming, agribusiness, US Department of Agriculture, living and working overseas with different countries, and experiences at Michigan State University, he asked me to consider writing a book about our connection to food. I had my doubts, but because I reported to him and respected his insight, I felt obliged to explore his suggestion.
It was a tipping point. The further I investigated, the clearer it became just how much America pushes availability and convenience of food while never asking why. Reflecting back, I too went along with the mantra that more is always better. In order to answer the why, I needed the broader context to address the underlying decisions behind the modern food system of which food-related health is a major element, but not the only element. The book is getting closer but is still a work in process.
For the full interview with Dr. Kevin Walker, including a discussion of the biggest food challenges we face, please visit this Journal's blog page.
What are Some of these Decisions? Which Ones would you Say are Most Important?
I've identified 15 decision points that determine how the modern food system operates. As mentioned in the article, they comprise the intersections of six important elements: consumers, food uncertainty, Dr. Kevin Walker
